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(R2) 14:15 MARKET RASEN, 2m 148y 

Elixir Bathrooms '18th Birthday' Maiden Hurdle (Class 4) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 7- CROSS OF STEEL (IRE) 182 
b g Craigsteel - Gaelic Million

5 11 - 0 Sean Quinlan
J Candlish

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and yellow check, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Brother to very smart hurdler Cross Kennon. In need of the experience
when well held in a bumper at Bangor in April and bred to need time and distance. Hurdles
debut.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

2 80- FROM THE HEART (IRE) 208 
b g Jeremy - Zephyr Lilly

4 11 - 0 T J O'Brien
P J Hobbs

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red star, white sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, red star
Timeform says: Ran only to a modest level in a couple of bumpers earlier in the year, but
with a good yard and no surprise if he fares better now hurdling back from 6 months off.

 (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

3 009R- FROZON 296 (242F) 
b g Kheleyf - Crozon

5 11 - 0h C R King
Harriet Bethell

-

Jockey Colours: Salmon pink, white check cap
Timeform says: Modest handicapper on the Flat, well below form all 3 starts this year and
hurdle career very discouraging before that.  (Forecast 201.00)

Notes: 

4 P6-P NOMINATION GAME (IRE) 16 
b g Oscar - Tiarella

7 11 - 0h J E Moore
R Dickin

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white epaulets, checked sleeves
Timeform says: Pulled up in an Irish point and little impact (too keen) in a pair of novice
hurdles, including when pulled up for new yard at Warwick 16 days ago.  (Forecast
23.00)

Notes: 

5 2101P-2 NORMAL NORMAN 16 C 
ch g Shamardal - Ambria

4 11 - 0 P J Brennan
J Ryan

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and yellow diamonds, white sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow diamond
Timeform says: Dual bumper winner last season, but ran below that level switched to
hurdling when second of 12 in novice at Huntingdon (15.8f) 16 days ago. Had hopeless task
from position and will surely improve.  (Forecast 2.88)

Notes: 

6 8/228-3 REBEL COMMANDER (IRE) 161 
b g Flemensfirth - Pharney Fox

6 11 - 0 Nick Scholfield
Jack Barber

-

Jockey Colours: Dark green and white diamonds, light green sleeves, dark green cap, white diamond
Timeform says: Placed in 2 of his 3 starts in bumpers, showing a fairly useful level, but little
solid form over hurdles. Sold out of Nicky Henderson's yard for £3,000 in May and has had a
wind operation.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

7 67/24P- WILLIAM HUNTER 305 (129F) BF 
b g Mawatheeq - Cosmea

6 11 - 0 Wayne Hutchinson
A King

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and light blue stripes, white sleeves, dark blue and light blue quartered cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful on the Flat, excuses when well held at Haydock in June. Sets
the standard having made the frame on 2 of his 3 starts over hurdles last season.  
(Forecast 2.25)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: Dual bumper winner NORMAL NORMAN stayed on gradually from an
unpromising position to finish second on his hurdles debut at Huntingdon 16 days ago. He looks sure
to improve so receives the vote. William Hunter sets the standard and can provide the main threat on
his return to jumping.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: NORMAL NORMAN (5) 
2: WILLIAM HUNTER (7) 
3: FROM THE HEART (2)


